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. to be treated. I'm not saying we're not doing this just right. You all
can't help but reflect that sometimes we're doing. We're very happy on
behalf of my wife and I any my uncles and my aunts to be here. We heard
about this so we made an effort to come over. Whenever it's a service
boy being honored. Or be invited £o this one we got to be there to help
to do our heart and mind. The service that we can render to them on their
behalf. So Indians are patriotic people. All of you know,.that if you
. have listened to your elders. Upon warpaths and long before this country
were, taken over. From them we are very patriotic. Full-blood Indians,.1
r
have not heard of any full-blood Indian that has been raised back home
on reservation. And has tried to tear his draft card or burn it up or
stomp on the flag. The white people are more or less ashamed for us
admit this. It is not true that especially boys of ours has did that.
So that'3 something nice in our behalf as well as if Vietnam is important
or not. Our boys go there and do their service in the best manner that
they can. And in these words have done and will do in a like manner so
friends thank you for your attention. We have some boys here. The first
game my wife and I would like to play with the*walk around much. Want
> some of you boys to get these and pass around wafer. We enjoy helping,
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enjoy this. And it seems every time ,we go to handgames somewhere well
the familiar faces, are always there. And you are here so we'll play seven
games. Frizes for each side is• five dollars. Whoever wins on either side,
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whoever wins all the games all the way through, well that's the thing to
do will be to get the most prizes. I thank Christine for this honor and
we'll go ahead now. Thank you for you attention. Lets have couple volunteers t;o take care of the boys that going to play.
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(Irrevalent conversation.)

